“Our Products are the Swiss Army Knife of pickup tones.”

2017 AweSome Product Mini Catalog
These products will give you more pure analog pickup tone power than anything on the planet. We Guarantee It.
Our AweSome-Guitars.com website has several dozen additional products that are not listed here.
010: SSS
020: HSS
030: HSH
040: HH

Our standard American Stratocaster series of upgrades are for SSS, HSS,
HSH and HH pickup configuration. pickup layout to give you a lot more
pickup tones. They use our high-performance patented family of
™
Pickup Switch Upgrade products. The T3 upgrades give you 35
pickup tones and the T4 upgrades gives you 68 pickup tones. You
install your own pickups into these products. Pickguards are right-hand
3-ply and available in White (SSS version shown in picture), Black,
White Pearloid and Brown Tortoise. EZ Solderless installation.

003: T4

This Telecaster upgrade gives you 68 pickup tones on your instrument
with four pickup coils. Uses our high-performance T4-Switch product
mounted in a chrome metal control plate. EZ Solderless installation.

002: T3

This Telecaster upgrade gives you 35 pickup tones on your Nashville
Telecaster with three pickup coils. Uses our high-performance T3Switch product mounted in a chrome metal control plate. EZ Solderless
installation.

001: T2

This Telecaster upgrade gives you 6 pickup tones on your standard
Telecaster guitar with two pickup coils. Uses our high-performance T2Switch product mounted in a chrome metal control plate. EZ Solderless
installation.

090: T2
091: T3
092: T4

These Jazz Bass upgrades give you 6 pickup tones on your instrument
with two pickup coils. Uses our high-performance T2-Switch product
mounted in a black plastic control plate. Also available for 3-pickup coil
instruments (091: T3) to give you 35 pickup tones, and 4-pickup coil
instruments (092: T4) to give you 68 pickup tones. EZ Solderless
installation.

Picture of SSS upgrade

123: T4

An assembled and tested T4-Switch product. For any electric guitar or
bass that has four pickup coils to give you 68 pickup tones from any
electric guitar or bass with the following pickup combinations:
Four single-coil pickups
Two 4-wire humbucker pickups
One 4-wire humbucker pickup and two single-coil pickups

Any of the single-coil pickups can also be a 2-wire humbucker.
122: T3

An assembled and tested T3 Pickup Switch Upgrade™ product. It can
be used in any electric guitar or bass that has three pickup coils to give
you 35 pickup tones from any electric guitar or bass with the following
pickup combinations:
Three single-coil pickups
One 4-wire humbucker pickup and one single-coil pickup

Any of the single-coil pickups can also be a 2-wire humbucker.

121: T2

An assembled and tested T2 Pickup Switch Upgrade™ product. It can
be used in any electric guitar or bass that has two pickup coils to give
you 6 pickup tones from any of the following pickup combinations:
Two single-coil pickups
One 4-wire humbucker pickup

Any of the single-coil pickups can also be a 2-wire humbucker.

133: T4

This is a KIT version of our T4-Switch product for the do-it-yourself musician. Easy to
assemble and install this into your instrument to give you 68 pickup tones from any
electric guitar or bass with the following pickup combinations:
Four single-coil pickups
Two 4-wire humbucker pickups
One 4-wire humbucker pickup and two single-coil pickups

132: T3

This KIT version of our T3-Switch product is easy to assemble and install this into
your instrument to give you 35 pickup tones from any electric guitar or bass with the
following pickup combinations:
Three single-coil pickups
One 4-wire humbucker pickup and one single-coil pickup

131: T2

This is a KIT version of our T2-Switch product for the do-it-yourself musician. Easy to
assemble and install this into your instrument to give you 6 pickup tones from any of
the following pickup combinations:
Two single-coil pickups
One 4-wire humbucker pickup

